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inspected at the NIOSH, Certification
and Quality Assurance Branch, 1095
Willowdale Road, Morgantown, WV
26505–2888, or at the Office of the
Federal Register, 800 North Capitol
Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, DC.

(c) Compressed, liquefied breathing
air shall meet the applicable minimum
grade requirements for Type II liquid air
set forth in the Compressed Gas
Association Commodity Specification
for Air, G–7.1, 1966 (Grade B or higher
quality). G–7.1 is incorporated by
reference and has been approved by the
Director of the Federal Register in
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1
CFR part 51. Copies may be obtained
from American National Standards
Institute, Inc., 1430 Broadway, New
York, NY 10018. Copies may be
inspected at the NIOSH, Certification
and Quality Assurance Branch, 1095
Willowdale Road, Morgantown, WV
26505–2888, or at the Office of the
Federal Register, 800 North Capitol
Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, DC.

§ 84.142 Air supply source; hand-operated
or motor driven air blowers; Type A
supplied-air respirators; minimum
requirements.

(a) Blowers shall be designed and
constructed to deliver an adequate
amount of air to the wearer with either
direction of rotation, unless constructed
to permit rotation in one direction only,
and to permit the free entrance of air to
the hose when the blower is not
operated.

(b) No multiple systems, whereby
more than one user is supplied by one
blower, will be approved, unless each
hose line is connected directly to a
manifold at the blower.

§ 84.143 Terminal fittings or chambers;
Type B supplied-air respirators; minimum
requirements.

(a) Blowers or connections to air
supplies providing positive pressures
shall not be approved for use on Type
B supplied-air respirators.

(b) Terminal fittings or chambers
employed in Type B supplied-air
respirators, shall be:

(1) Installed in the inlet of the hose.
(2) Designed and constructed to

provide for the drawing of air through

corrosion resistant material arranged so
as to be capable of removing material
larger than 0.149 mm. in diameter (149
micrometers, 100-mesh, U.S. Standard
sieve).

(3) Installed to provide a means for
fastening or anchoring the fitting or
chamber in a fixed position in a zone of
respirable air.

§ 84.144 Hand-operated blower test;
minimum requirements.

(a) Hand-operated blowers shall be
tested by attaching them to a
mechanical drive and operating them 6
to 8 hours daily for a period of 100
hours at a speed necessary to deliver 50
liters of air per minute through each
completely assembled respirator. Each
respirator shall be equipped with the
maximum length of hose with which the
device is to be approved and the hose
shall be connected to each blower or
manifold outlet designed for hose
connections.

(b) The crank speed of the hand-
operated blower shall not exceed 50
revolutions per minute in order to
deliver the required 50 liters of air per
minute to each facepiece.

(c) The power required to deliver 50
liters of air per minute to each wearer
through the maximum length of hose
shall not exceed one-fiftieth
horsepower, and the torque shall not
exceed a force of 2.3 kg. (5 pounds) on
a 20 cm. (8-inch) crank, as defined in
§ 84.146.

(d) The blower shall operate
throughout the period without failure or
indication of excessive wear of bearings
or other working parts.

§ 84.145 Motor-operated blower test;
minimum requirements.

(a) Motor-operated blowers shall be
tested by operating them at their
specified running speed 6 to 8 hours
daily for a period of 100 hours when
assembled with the kind and maximum
length of hose for which the device is
to be approved and when connected to
each blower or manifold outlet designed
for hose connections.

(b) The connection between the motor
and the blower shall be so constructed
that the motor may be disengaged from

the blower when the blower is operated
by hand.

(c) The blower shall operate
throughout the period without failure or
indication of excessive wear of bearings
or other working parts.

(d) Where a blower, which is
ordinarily motor driven, is operated by
hand, the power required to deliver 50
liters of air per minute to each wearer
through the maximum length of hose
shall not exceed one-fiftieth
horsepower, and the torque shall not
exceed a force of 2.3 kg. (5 pounds) on
a 20 cm. (8-inch) crank, as defined in
§ 84.146.

(e) Where the respirator is assembled
with the facepiece and 15 m. (50 feet)
of the hose for which it is to be
approved, and when connected to one
outlet with all other outlets closed and
operated at a speed not exceeding 50
revolutions of the crank per minute, the
amount of air delivered into the
respiratory-inlet covering shall not
exceed 150 liters per minute.

§ 84.146 Method of measuring the power
and torque required to operate blowers.

As shown in Figure 1 of this section,
the blower crank is replaced by a
wooden drum, a (13 cm. (5 inches) in
diameter is convenient). This drum is
wound with about 12 m. (40 feet) of No.
2 picture cord, b. A weight, c, of
sufficient mass to rotate the blower at
the desired speed is suspended from
this wire cord. A mark is made on the
cord about 3 to 4.5 m. (10 to 15 feet)
from the weight, c. Another mark is
placed at a measured distance (6–9 m./
20–30 feet is convenient) from the first.
These are used to facilitate timing. To
determine the torque or horsepower
required to operate the blower, the drum
is started in rotation manually at or
slightly above the speed at which the
power measurement is to be made. The
blower is then permitted to assume
constant speed, and then as the first
mark on the wire leaves the drum, a
stopwatch is started. The watch is
stopped when the second mark leaves
the drum. From these data the foot-
pounds per minute and the torque may
be calculated.
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